Forces themselves are blinded by it. Our lives are a sacrifice to it. Read-
ing between the lines, history will show that human beings, unaccustomed
to thought as organic and helplessly involved with organic forces, also
remain time-blind. Over long stretches of time. But—there is a saving
clause 5 today along with these new revolutionary factors, there come new
means of communication amounting to the realization of a new human
faculty that may wipe out Time. An ubiquitous publicity often succeeds
in getting done in a month now what formerly might have drifted a
decade. Yes, we are Time-bound in all forms of our life today and thought
today. But to be conservative, what took a century in human affairs now
takes but ten years. What emancipation is ahead?
Ten years, in our twentieth century, is an epoch. Thirty years, an 'age'!
So Time reactions to any human activity—notwithstanding machine
ownership of this agency as of all other popular agencies—show to all
men in less than one lifetime either the wisdom or the folly of such per-
version of life-ownership. Humanity may yet call for correction before
the affair has gone too far. Since we are prone to publicity. Publicizing
Deeded organic influences may help nowadays to avert the organic disasters
that overtook earlier civilizations. It may also precipitate disaster, be it
said, if it is unnaturally used for precipitate purposes.
TRAFFIC
The traffic problem—a compulsion—already forces economic attention
to tyrannical super-building in cities*
Although our economic attention seems to be our very best attention,
yet the traffic problem—a time problem where time is said to be money—
is yet wholly unsolved. But the call for solution is increasing. But there
is, of course, no solution. The metropolis started all wrong on the ground
for any organic development now. The gridiron originally laid out for the
village horse and buggy, when that same village is now grown to the
metropolis is a basic cause for this human cramp, economic waste and
constant danger we call the traffic problem. High blood pressure in the
veins and arteries of the village gridiron daily becomes more intolerable
to the citizen-
The pretended means of relief eagerly specified by space-maters for
rent—the expedient skyscraper—renders this human distress only more
acute. The same means of relief carried only somewhat further down
along the line and 'relief by these experts will soon have killed the
patient—the city. Witness the splitting up of Los Angeles and Chicago
into several 'centres*, each again already splitting up into several more,
You may see the wise decentralization of the big department stores and
the mail order houses. The migration of factories has already begun. The
fijaaaeial centre, alone, holds its place by the sheer main strength and
awkwardness of civic authority. Nevertheless the population of the big
cities decreases steadily.
And jet, in the face of all realistic evidence we view such prophecy as
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